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The capability of hosts to reject the odd egg from their nest is one of the key defenses
against avian brood parasitism. Considerable research effort has been devoted to
exploring which phenotypic traits of eggshells facilitate to cue the recognition of the
parasitic egg. Here we have reviewed studies addressing salient egg traits involved
in the rejection of foreign eggs and used a formal meta-analysis to quantify their
relative importance. Hosts appear to rely to a large extent on eggshell color traits,
followed by maculation patterns. Hosts respond with similar rates of egg rejection to
natural vs. model eggs and when breeding in both closed and open nests. Analyses
of experiments on hosts of Cuculus and Molothrus parasites, the two best studied
brood parasitic lineages with different co-evolutionary histories, yield similar conclusions.
We also identify several poorly studied potential egg recognition cues, such as odor
or weight, and recommend exploring even the visual traits in more detail, including
chromatic and achromatic contrasts or experimentally manipulated egg maculation
characteristics. Recent technological and sensory ecological advances open many new
research avenues to experimentally examine the role of diverse egg characteristics in
antiparasite defenses.
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INTRODUCTION

The capability to perceive, recognize, and reject the parasitic egg(s) is a critical defense in hosts
of avian brood parasites, which lay their eggs into the nests of other birds (Davies, 2000). To
combat host defenses, some lineages of brood parasites have evolved sophisticated eggshell mimicry
to fool the hosts, which in turn, have evolved fine-tuned abilities to discriminate and reject the
foreign egg. This suite of antiparasite defense behaviors has attracted considerable observational,
comparative, and experimental research attention in the last decades (e.g., Grim, 2007; Medina
and Langmore, 2015), albeit the first such experiments had been performed by naturalists already
more than a century ago (reviewed in Sealy and Underwood, 2012). Experiments usually involve
adding to or exchanging one or more foreign eggs in the host nest and observing the host’s reaction.
Stephen Rothstein was a pioneer of egg rejection experimentation (e.g., Rothstein, 1970), and his
methods are still used by many researchers with only minor modifications (e.g., Canniff et al., 2018;
Luro et al., 2018).
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Since the time of some of the first egg rejection experiments
ca. 100 years ago (e.g., Friedmann, 1929), multiple cues have been
suggested to influence foreign-egg recognition. Accordingly, the
host may rely on low intraclutch variation to facilitate the
recognition of the distinct, outlier parasitic egg in the clutch
(e.g., Davies and Brooke, 1989; Øien et al., 1995). In turn,
according to the egg arrangement hypothesis, the host may
examine disruptions to the arrangement of their eggs and use
it to be alerted that their nest could be parasitized (Polačiková
et al., 2013; but see Hanley et al., 2015b). Furthermore, placing
a stuffed dummy of the adult parasite beside the host nest along
with experimental parasitism may lead to the increased rejection
of the parasitic egg suggesting that witnessing a parasitism event
by the host may also narrow eggshell recognition thresholds and
enable egg rejection (e.g., Bártol et al., 2002; Hanley et al., 2015c).
Nest sanitation behavior, wherein the host removes debris from
its nest, is also hypothesized to be responsible for recognition
of differently shaped parasite eggs (e.g., Moskát et al., 2003;
Guigueno and Sealy, 2012). Finally, the clutch size hypothesis
predicts that psychophysically (e.g., according to Weber’s law), it
is easier to recognize the odd-egg-out in smaller vs. larger clutches
(Akre and Johnsen, 2014).

However, egg recognition and rejection, according to
perceivable differences in the phenotypes between the parasite
and the host eggs (Manna et al., 2017), are by far the best
studied aspects of anti-parasitic defense behaviors (reviewed
in Honza and Cherry, 2017). Thousands of completed egg
rejection experiments suggest that hosts can use distinct egg
traits to recognize parasitic egg, such as color, maculation, shape,
size, odor, or weight (Honza and Cherry, 2017). The majority
of studies examined visual traits, particularly eggshell color
and maculation, with a general conclusion that magnitude of
difference between self and foreign eggs increases the probability
of rejection (e.g., Avilés et al., 2010; Honza and Cherry, 2017;
but see Hauber et al., 2020). Taken together, the experiments
also imply that specific eggshell traits differ in their importance
for the recognition and rejection processes (Honza and Cherry,
2017). However, there are still missing quantitative estimates on
overall eggshell characteristics and their effects on host behaviors
that prevent us from further exploring and discussing their
significance for egg rejection as an antiparasitic strategy (Turner
and Hauber, 2021). Knowledge of the latter will help us to
better understand the cognitive processes involved in the brood
parasite – host coevolution and also to design informative future
experiments to fill in the missing gaps.

Brood parasitism research has suggested a variety of factors
affecting the egg recognition process in hosts (Soler, 2017).
Ongoing debates concluded that experimental egg type (natural
or model egg stimuli) used in an experiment considerably affects
not only the host’s response but also the interpretation of results
and a use of any stimulus type should be carefully justified
(Hauber et al., 2015; Lahti, 2015; Stoddard et al., 2018). On
the one hand, the use of natural stimuli allows researchers to
observe biologically relevant reactions and these results can be
generalized (e.g., Stevens et al., 2013). On the other hand, model
(artificial) stimuli can be especially advantageous when planning
a carefully designed experiment allowing exact alterations of the

focal traits (Igic et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2019). Several review
studies already examined the effect of egg type stimuli on their
rejection probabilities (Honza and Cherry, 2017; Turner and
Hauber, 2021) but we are still missing a comprehensive survey
estimating such stimuli’s effects in a standardized comparison.

The study of Langmore et al. (2005) suggested that open
nesters reject eggs more often than species breeding in closed
nests. However, they also showed that the effect of nest type
(open vs. closed nest) disappears after controlling for nest light
availability suggesting a crucial role of illumination within the
nest (see also Honza et al., 2014). Regarding visually-relevant
traits, such as shell color and maculation, they may have less
important function in birds utilizing closed nests, which might
rely more on tactile traits (Mason and Rothstein, 1986; Langmore
et al., 2003; Tosi-Germán et al., 2020). Quantitatively, it still
remains to be explored if open or closed nesters allot different
importance on visual and non-visual egg traits during the
decision process.

Finally, the two most studied avian host-brood parasite
systems, the Old World cuckoos (Cuculus spp.) and New World
cowbirds (Molothrus spp.), have been shown to considerably
differ in their coevolutionary and ecological relationships with
their hosts (Winfree, 1999). Unlike in cuckoos, there is little
evidence that the cowbird lays mimetic eggs (Rutledge et al.,
2021), suggesting that the evolutionary arms-race in this brood
parasite system has not escalated relative to their Eurasian
counterparts. It is, thus, a critical question if the differences
between the parasitic systems and their co-evolutionary histories
are also reflected in the hosts’ emphasis on different egg traits
when recognizing the foreign egg (Luro and Hauber, 2020).

In this study, we have built upon the previous review by
Honza and Cherry (2017) with the aim to provide a formal
meta-analysis through a quantitative measure of the magnitude
of the experimental effect (effect sizes) for the egg characteristics
involved in the recognition of parasitic egg in the host nest.
Such a quantitative assessment across multiple host species and
lineages of diverse parasitic species and lineages has not yet
been conducted, although qualitative reviews of experiments on
individual species’ egg rejection cues have begun to appear in the
published literature (e.g., Turner and Hauber, 2021).

Here, we used a multi-host and -parasite approach to
examine effects of three extrinsic factors (variation in egg type
stimuli, differences in nest architecture types, and different co-
evolutionary histories with a parasite) that had been previously
proposed to play an important role in hosts’ egg-rejection
responses and particularly relevant to parasitic egg traits. For
this purpose, we employed recent meta-analytic statistical tools
to provide unbiased quantitative estimates (Harrer et al., 2019a).
The aim of this study is primarily exploratory, and thus we
formulated predictions of major interests based on our overview
above. We predicted that hosts use mainly visual traits (eggshell
color and maculation characteristics) to recognize the foreign
egg in their nest and this would be more pronounced in open
nesting hosts. In line with the debate regarding artificial stimuli
(e.g., Stoddard et al., 2018), we also assess the role of natural
vs. model eggs’ use in egg rejection experiments. Specifically, we
predict that model eggs will be rejected at lower rates compared
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to natural ones because artificial eggs are difficult or impossible to
pierce and remove via puncture ejection (Antonov et al., 2009).
Finally, we predicted that hosts of Old World cuckoos better
discriminate by color and maculation relative to other traits than
cowbird hosts due to several million years longer coevolutionary
experience with more mimetic parasite eggs in the former group
of hosts (Caves et al., 2017; Krüger and Pauli, 2017). We make
this prediction because we know from prior research that egg
rejection belongs to a different class of recognition systems
compared to other recognition tasks faced by nesting birds (e.g.,
nest hygiene: Hauber et al., 2021).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We sought out published studies exploring eggshell traits
affecting antiparasitic egg rejection behavior. We searched the
Web of Science Core Collection for studies published up to
31 December 2020. We used search terms using Basic Search
and All Fields option: (brood parasitism or egg rejection or
egg characteristics or defense∗ or defence∗) AND (cuckoo∗ or
cowbird∗ or vidua∗ or honeyguide∗). This resulted in 1,608
studies we exported into Microsoft Excel Worksheet. We also
noticed nine relevant studies published between 1972 and 1999
but not included in the search’s output and, thus, we manually
entered these studies into analyses.

We screened all the studies identified and selected 62
studies fulfilling the following criteria for the analyses (see
Supplementary Figure 1 for selection procedure): (a) only single
trait at a time was manipulated, (b) there was a control treatment
(i.e., referential baseline rejection rate) conducted or available
from the study population (for three studies we sourced control
data from the same population but published in a different
study), (c) the host species is known to have <100% rejection
rate of foreign eggs, (d) the study reported at least the total
sample size and the count or proportion of rejected eggs. We
a priori decided to apply these four search criteria to ensure
that we obtain credible effect size estimates. In the studies
performing a valid egg experiment, using a control treatment
was particularly limiting selection criterion and led to a notable
reduction of the selected studies for final analyses. However,
modifying or even excluding any of the four criteria would
directly prevent obtaining a valid result. If a study manipulated
more egg traits in more experimental treatments in one species
(each experimental treatment still manipulated only single egg
trait) or an egg trait was tested in more species than we included
all these experimental treatments as a separate unique report for
calculating the effect size for each. Thus, some studies may have
been used to generate several effect sizes. We also attempted to
identify studies experimentally manipulating two traits at a time,
while also meeting the rest of criteria above, but only eggshell
color with maculation traits yielded a reasonable sample size
(N = 12 studies). Therefore, we reported the estimates only for
the color-maculation summation trait effect.

We found that identifying the trait as being experimentally
manipulated was challenging in some studies. For the eggshell’s
ground color trait, we excluded reports for which the authors did

not state clearly the hue being used or the altered hue that was
deemed as mimetic of host eggs. When using artificial eggs, the
control eggs were painted to appear mimetic of the hosts’ own
eggs. For natural eggs, only highly mimetic conspecific eggs were
used as a control group. The experimental treatments for the
maculation trait included creating new spots on both immaculate
or already maculated eggs or in three reports also removing
spots in hosts with maculated eggs. Egg material (type) stimuli
varied from real eggs to those created from clay, wood, plaster,
plastic, or plasticine. Experimental treatment for the shape trait
was performed by creating eggs slimmer or more spherical than
the natural egg shape. Experimental treatment for the ultraviolet
reflectance (hereafter: UV) trait involved only decreasing UV
for all but one study. Further, some studies reported only egg
ejections but not desertions (or egg burial) and vice versa, likely
because egg desertion is not always an outcome of natural or
experimental parasitism (Grim et al., 2011; Croston and Hauber,
2014; Soler et al., 2015). For the effect size calculations, we, thus,
always used the rejection rates if both ejection and desertion (or
egg burial) events were reported and the ejection rates if only
ejection events were reported.

Statistical Analysis
All the analyses were performed in R 3.4.4 (R Core Team, 2020).
We identified 10 different egg traits in 62 studies with 128 effect
size reports (Table 1) but for statistical analyses we chose only egg
traits with representative number of reports (n ≥ 5), resulting in
six egg traits from 56 studies.

We computed Cohen’s h effect size for each report from
difference in rejection rates between control and manipulated
treatment and using sample sizes data provided in studies
(Cohen, 1988). We then examined and corrected for the high
between-study heterogeneity (Higgin’s & Thompson’s I2 > 90%
for all but one trait type) by detecting outlier reports, i.e.,
those in which the 95% confidence interval does not overlap
with confidence interval of the pooled effect. We performed
this test for each trait type separately using the function find.
outliers implemented in R package dmetar (version 0.0.9000;
Harrer et al., 2019b). After excluding studies identified as outliers,
the between-study heterogeneity improved from substantial
(I2 > 75%) to low or moderate (I2 < 75%; Higgins and
Thompson, 2002) in four egg traits but remained substantial
for egg color (I2 = 78%) and size (I2 = 82%). Thus, the
effect size estimates for the two egg traits with the substantial
between-study variability are under higher risk of producing
biased overall estimates and should be interpreted with greater
caution. To estimate the pooled confidence interval and each
report’s confidence interval, we employed the random effect
model using the function metagen implemented in the R package
meta (version 4.15-1; Balduzzi et al., 2019). After correcting for
the heterogeneity, the final dataset included 46 studies with 81
effect size reports from 30 species.

To account for phylogenetic non-independence between the
species, we used a phylogenetic tree of the host species generated
from BirdTree.org1 (Jetz et al., 2012). We applied a Bayesian

1www.birdtree.org
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TABLE 1 | Summary of 62 studies on egg trait manipulation to be considered for statistical analyses.

Egg trait type Trait treatment N studies N species Total reports Final analyses N exp. Rejection rate (%)

Brightness Baseline 1 1 1 No 20 0

Altered 1 1 1 No 22 0.73

Color Baseline 19 9 23 Yes 506 12.8

Altered 19 9 23 Yes 603 56.1

Maculation Baseline 26 19 33 Yes 1008 14.4

Altered 26 19 33 Yes 596 48.2

Material Baseline 13 13 17 Yes 355 47.0

Altered 13 13 17 Yes 354 67.2

Odor Baseline 2 2 3 No 114 22.8

Altered 2 2 3 No 220 38.6

Pole Baseline 3 3 3 No 91 28.6

Altered 3 3 3 No 56 78.6

Shape Baseline 4 5 6 Yes 81 38.3

Altered 4 5 6 Yes 185 47.0

Size Baseline 13 10 28 Yes 596 52.2

Altered 13 10 28 Yes 456 60.1

UV Baseline 8 10 13 Yes 282 19.5

Altered 8 10 13 Yes 325 31.1

Weight Baseline 1 1 1 No 13 69.2

Altered 1 1 1 No 26 50.0

Some of studies reported more than one effect size and/or tested more species. Column “Final analyses” is “yes” if the egg trait was used in the final analyses. Column
“Total reports” shows number of effect size estimates obtained for each egg trait type. Column “N exp.” reports total number of individual egg experiments performed
per the treatment.

random-effect model using the package brms (version 2.14.4;
Bürkner, 2017) to calculate the pooled effect size for each egg trait.
The identity of each effect size report was modeled as a random
intercept effect. The covariance matrix of species relatedness was
created using the package ape (version 5.4-1; Paradis and Schliep,
2019) and included as another random intercept effect. We set
a weakly informative priors of Normal(µ = 0, σ = 1) for fixed
predictors and Half-Cauchy(x0 = 0.3, γ = 0.3) for between-report
heterogeneity (Williams et al., 2018; Harrer et al., 2019a). We ran
1 × 104 iterations with a burn-in phase of 1,000 to obtain >3,000
effective samples per parameter for posterior inference. The
Potential Scale Reduction Factor (R̂) was always 1.00 suggesting a
good convergence of chains.

We performed four main analyses, (i) examining overall
effect of egg trait, (ii) comparing egg trait effects between hosts
parasitized by natural eggs and artificial model eggs (egg type
stimuli), (iii) comparing egg trait effects between open-nesters
and those breeding in enclosed nests (domed, holes, cavities)
and (iv) comparing egg trait effects only in hosts of Cuculus
cuckoo or Molothrus cowbird parasitic species. In the first
analysis, we included only egg trait type (categorical with six
levels; color, maculation, material, shape, size, UV) as a fixed
effect and in other three analyses it was the interaction of egg
trait type with experimental egg stimuli (categorical with two
levels; natural, artificial), egg trait type with nest type (categorical
with two levels; open, closed) and egg trait type with parasite
(categorical with two levels; cuckoo, cowbird), respectively. We
then calculated median with 89% credible interval for each effect
using the package emmeans (version 1.4.8; Lenth, 2020) and
prefer this interval because it has been shown to be more stable

as 95% credible intervals if effective sample size for a parameter
<10,000 (Makowski et al., 2019). However, re-calculation with
95% credible intervals led to the same conclusions (results not
shown). Additionally, we performed a Bayesian equivalence test
to formally examine difference of each trait type from the
null value and differences between trait types themselves. We
computed these tests using function equivalence_test from the
package bayestestR (version 0.8.0; Makowski et al., 2019). Due
to lack of theoretical knowledge, the null value was set as the
region of practical equivalence at δ = ± 0.1, which corresponds
to the effect size at half of Cohen’s conventional definition for a
small effect (Kruschke, 2018). Finally, we computed a Bayes factor
using the package bayestest R and assumed that values of 3 and
higher suggest an evidence for significant difference from the null
value (e.g., Kruschke, 2018).

RESULTS

After correcting for the between-study heterogeneity (see section
“Materials and Methods”), a total of 46 studies with 81 effect
size reports were entered into our final analyses. We found
significant overall effect on egg rejection for egg color (Cohen’s
h = 1.24, 89% credible intervals = 0.98–1.49), followed by
maculation (h = 0.69 [0.45–0.94]) and UV (h = 0.43 [0.16–
0.69]) (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1). Effect sizes of egg
material (natural vs. artificial model), shape, and size were small
and each of their credible intervals overlapped with 0 (Figure 1
and Supplementary Table 1). The same pattern of results was
generated for eggshell trait types also when adding a fixed effect of
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FIGURE 1 | Predicted overall effect size for egg trait types. On the left, for each trait type we show the parameter distribution with its median (black dot) and 89%
credible interval (black line). On the right, the median effect sizes are plotted as a heatmap for each trait type.

FIGURE 2 | Predicted effect size for egg trait types according to the experimental egg stimuli (natural or model egg). On the left, for each trait type we show the
parameter distribution with its median (dot) and 89% credible interval (lines). On the right, the median effect sizes are plotted as a heatmap for each trait type
separated by egg type stimuli.

stimulus type (natural vs. model), nest type (open vs. closed) or
host-parasite system (Cuculus vs. Molothrus hosts; Figures 2–4
and Supplementary Tables 2–4).

Pairwise comparisons within each egg trait type according
to stimulus type (natural or model egg) were similar except
of egg size trait (estimate = 0.39 [0.14–0.66]; Figure 2 and
Supplementary Table 2). This sole difference was driven by
a high effect size found for smaller artificial eggs (Cohen’s
h = 0.59 [0.28–1.16], N = 10 reports) but not for other
treatments (artificial larger = −0.14 [−0.55−0.27], N = 4; natural
smaller = 0.03 [−0.29−0.43], N = 3; natural larger = -0.04
[−0.21−0.14], N = 4).

Finally, pairwise comparisons did not detect significant effect
of nest type nor host-parasite system on any of egg trait
(Figures 3, 4 and Supplementary Tables 3,4).

The only summation effect allowing us to estimate effect
size was the simultaneous change in egg color and maculation
(N = 12 reports). Even after excluding five outlier reports
(see section “Statistical Analysis” for details), the between-study
heterogeneity remained high (I2 = 90%; 95% CI = 81.8–94.4)
suggesting a caution for further interpretation of this overall
effect size estimate. Bayesian random-effect model estimated
high Cohen’s h of 1.52 (89% credible intervals 0.86–2.05;
N = 7 reports).

DISCUSSION

The results of this meta-analysis support earlier qualitative
findings that visual traits play a dominant role in the recognition
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FIGURE 3 | Predicted effect size for egg trait types according to the breeding strategy (nest type: open or closed). On the left, for each trait type we show the
parameter distribution with its median (dot) and 89% credible interval (lines). On the right, the median effect sizes are plotted as a heatmap for each trait type
separated by host nest architecture.

FIGURE 4 | Predicted effect size for egg trait types in hosts of Cuculus and Molothrus parasite species. On the left, for each trait type we show the parameter
distribution with its median (dot) and 89% credible interval (lines). On the right, the median effect sizes are plotted as a heatmap for each trait type separated by
parasitic lineage type.

of parasitic egg in the host nest (Honza and Cherry, 2017;
Turner and Hauber, 2021). All the three visually-related eggshell
traits, including color, maculation, and UV, showed no overlap
with null effect sizes. The effect of the shell’s ground coloration
was particularly substantial and more important than either
maculation or UV, and any other egg characteristic. However,
we note that the visual egg traits are at the same time the
most studied characteristic (55% of included reports; Table 1).
Only partly vision-related traits such as egg shape and size
showed small effects and the effect of other, also potentially
partly tactile traits represented by natural vs. model materials,
was negligible. Other hypothesized recognition cues, such as egg
odor (e.g., Soler et al., 2014; Hauber, 2020) or weight (Ruiz-Raya
et al., 2015) could not be statistically analyzed due to insufficient
number of published reports (Figure 5). Therefore, our first

recommendation is that more such studies address the potential
roles of tactile-only or olfactory cued egg rejection behaviors in
varied hosts of diverse avian brood parasites (also see Turner
and Hauber, 2021). Finally, even in the studies performing a
valid egg experiment, using a control treatment was particularly
limiting selection criterion and led to a notable severe reduction
of the selected studies for final analyses (Supplementary Table 1).
However, modifying or even excluding any of the four selection
criteria (see section “Materials and Methods”) would have
directly prevented obtaining a valid meta-analytical result.

Further, examining the three impactful extrinsic factors
potentially affecting the relative importance within each egg trait
showed that birds responded similarly regardless the bird is
presented with artificial or natural experimental eggs, breeding in
open or closed nest and parasitized by Old World cuckoos or New
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FIGURE 5 | A heat map showing number of samples (number of effect size reports) in our meta-analysis dataset. Blank squares represent no experiments available
to be included in our data set for a particular treatment. NA, treatment does not exist in our dataset.

World cowbirds. The latter lack of difference between cuckoo
vs. cowbird hosts may be due to the prior, naturally selected
adaptations of the mostly insectivorous hosts of both parasite
types, whereby visual discrimination of salient recognition cues,
such as colors and patterns, may have been similarly preadapted
to non-egg relevant traits, such as shared foraging contexts (e.g.,
Luro and Hauber, 2020).

In turn, the only within-egg trait difference was found for
egg size, where model eggs with experimentally altered size were
rejected more often than natural ones. More detailed exploration
showed that this difference was caused by high rejection rates of
artificial eggs. This was true particularly for experimental eggs
smaller than the host egg. This treatment with smaller artificial
eggs was also studied more often (N = 10 reports compared to
smaller, N ≤ 4 in other three treatments, i.e., larger artificial,
smaller and larger natural egg) and 7 out of 10 reports were
performed on Turdus spp. These thrush species are also known
to reject smaller egg models at generally high rates (e.g., Grim
et al., 2011; Samas et al., 2014; Hanley et al., 2017; Luro et al.,
2018). This bias for testing strong rejecters in the treatment
with artificial egg sizes might thus explain the higher effect
size compared to published experiments using natural eggs in
moderately rejecter host species.

The previous overview (Honza and Cherry, 2017) and our
current meta-analysis both show a notable preponderance of
studies to examine egg color and maculation characteristics
(about a half of all studies in our data set, Figure 5).
Yet, our second recommendation is that the potential for
future studies on both of these visual traits still remains vast
due to recent development of new analytical tools for data
collection and approaches to statistical analyses (Stevens, 2011;

Weinstein, 2018). For example, the eggshell color signal was
recently assessed from two vision aspects, chromatic (hue) and
achromatic contrasts (saturation; e.g., Avilés et al., 2010; Croston
and Hauber, 2014; Hanley et al., 2017; Abolins-Abols et al.,
2019; Manna et al., 2020). Similarly, egg patterning has been
explored in a greater detail using advanced analytical tools (e.g.,
Schmitz Ornés et al., 2014; Stoddard et al., 2014). These studies
provide important new insights into the sensory and cognitive
processes of the hosts and show that the potential for future
studies remains vast. Also, other recently emerged technologies,
such as 3D printing (Igic et al., 2015), thermochromic coats
(Hauber et al., 2019), or multispectral cameras (Attisano et al.,
2018) open additional and novel research avenues to examine
in greater detail various potential eggshell trait effects. Future
meta-analyses can benefit from the more detailed studies by
exploring each trait in greater depth. The direct quantification
of the change in the manipulated egg trait will allow to include
into analyses also the effect of magnitude of the manipulation.
Such more detailed analysis was beyond the scope of this study
here but we also note that the current level of methodological
details and diversity in the methods would hinder these attempts.
We recommend that the future studies should provide specific
information, which allows to estimate the magnitude of egg
trait manipulation whenever it is possible. For example, the
magnitude of color contrast between control and manipulated
eggs could be expressed in just noticeable difference units (JND;
Vorobyev and Osorio, 1998) or as a simple proportion of change
in quantities expressed with the International System of Units for
some other traits.

Rothstein (1982) formally suggested that only one egg trait
may play less important role on rejection than the summation
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of several egg characteristics. This “stimulus summation”
hypothesis was supported by several other studies (Bártol et al.,
2002; López-de-Hierro and Moreno-Rueda, 2010; de la Colina
et al., 2012), including a biological replication of Rothstein’s own
study on American robins (Turdus migratorius) (Luro et al.,
2018), while Underwood and Sealy (2006) concluded that in
warbling vireos (Vireo gilvus) it was egg maculation itself that
was a sufficient cue to recognize the cowbird egg. We found
that Cohen’s h of 1.52 (89% credible intervals 0.86–2.05) for the
simultaneous change in egg color and maculation was somewhat
higher, but still highly overlapping in its intervals with the effect
size for the egg color trait only (Cohen’s h = 1.23; 0.96–1.47).
This single result does not provide a quantitative support for
the “stimulus summation” hypothesis and more focally designed
studies are clearly necessary before drawing any conclusions.

The greater importance of the color trait effect than any
other eggshell traits (Figure 1) suggests the highest reliance of
avian cognition processes on this particular visual parameter,
irrespective of the nest’s lighting milieu (Figure 3). At least from
a human perspective, eggshell colors are diverse (Hauber, 2014;
but see Hanley et al., 2015a), whereas other traits, including egg
size and shape, are more limited in their variability (but see
Stoddard et al., 2017). Also, all bird eggs have a ground coloration
but not all of them are maculated, which might contribute to
generally lower importance of maculation traits compared to the
color as a reliable recognition cue. In turn, the effect of UV has
been studied relatively often but it is rather assumed as a part
of the color characteristic than a distinct trait (Cassey et al.,
2008; Stoddard and Hauber, 2017). We classified the UV as a
separate trait because this meta-analysis reflected the viewpoint
and efforts in the field of brood parasitism research, whereby
UV-sensitivity and -spectral reflectance are often treated as a
critically avian-relevant perceptual cue (e.g., Honza et al., 2007;
Croston and Hauber, 2014; Abernathy and Peer, 2015). Here we
also examined the effect of egg material, which did not appear to
generate reliably distinct effect sizes between model and natural
egg stimuli (Figure 2). This conclusion is still important from a
methodological point of view, because various materials are used
to manufacture the artificial egg models. However, what is still
missing from the experimental repertoire is a model egg stimulus
that can be pierced by hosts whose beaks are too small for grasp
rejection (e.g., Roncalli et al., 2017). Finally, we compared the
eggshell traits’ impact on egg rejection by hosts parasitized by
Old World cuckoos vs. cowbirds and, contrary to expectations,
found no statistical differences between these diverse set of hosts
(Figure 4). This may be due to the use of artificial colors, rather
than naturally mimetic cuckoo egg coloration, in studying the
responses of hosts of both types of parasites, whereby even

control treatments can be rejected by some hosts at unnaturally
high rates (e.g., Abolins-Abols et al., 2019).

Vision is assumed to be the most important sense in birds
(Martin, 2017). Accordingly, it is increasingly accepted that
hosts recognize the foreign egg in their nest according to
color and maculation (Honza and Cherry, 2017). Our results
confirm quantitatively that visual components are essential
during interactions with brood parasites during the egg stage.
However, we must be reminded that egg characteristics that
are not sensed visually have also attracted much lower research
attention. Noticeably egg odor, weight, or surface texture remain
unstudied (Turner and Hauber, 2021; Figure 5), and their
relative impact on egg rejections remains mostly unknown and
unquantifiable by us, too. Recent technological advances also
open new ways to study in more depth any of the egg’s visual
characteristics and promise novel insights in the near future. We
encourage continuing research efforts in this fascinating field of
coevolutionary and ecological interactions.
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